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Abstract:
The organization, which has gained power day by day in a great discipline by regarding international and
national balances for more than half a century, has tried to design the politics of the Republic of Turkey towards
global powers and used every method to take the Turkish State to the point it intends. When Fetullah Terror
Organization has started to lose its control on the Turkish State, it turned towards an armed coup attempt through
its militants in police and Armed Forces. This attempt, made to split Turkish State and prepare for occupying the
country, has failed and by developments experienced and facts revealed after this attempt, it is explicitly recognized
how great damage the organization has given to the country economically and socially.
In this study, we have tried to explain how Fetullah Terror Organization, trying to infiltrate with a target of
making the State of the Republic of Turkey immobile almost in all fields from Armed Forces to jurisdiction, police
forces, public and private capital institutions, non-governmental organizations and media institutions and
captivating Turkish Nation, is established, how they have achieved such a powerful structure, who supports them in
this process, whom they serve for and what their purpose is.
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Introduction
Terrorism is one of the most important problems of Turkey and international people
today. Turkey, being a significant power in the region in terms of its geographical characteristics,
geopolitical position, economic, social and cultural factors and human resources, has faced many
terrorism waves from the date of its establishment until today. Common point of all the terrorist
organizations Turkish State comes up against is being externally supported organizations.
Although names and ideological opinions of the terrorist organizations, which have
been/are active, in Turkey are different, their goals and sources are the same.
Common goal of the existing terrorist organizations is separation of Turkey, which is at
the passage of the World’s most precious region in terms of energy sources, or otherwise,
avoiding development of the Turkish State.
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Although Fetullah Terror Organization, Turkish State and citizens have faced against, is
acting in line with the same goal with the others, it has used a different method in terms of
structuring and development. It has succeeded to organize in every institution of the government,
primarily in police and Armed Forces by exploiting religious feelings and beliefs of Turkish
people under the cover of a community (“cemaat”) 1 and by support and leading of the global
powers and achieved incredible financial and bureaucratic power.
Organization Leader Fetullah Gulen
According to the official records, Fetullah Gülen, the Leader of Fetullah Terror
Organization (FETÖ), was born on April 27, 1941, in Korucuk Village2 Pasinler (Hasankale)
County of the Province of Erzurum.
In his preaches in Izmir, at Kestanepazarı Mosque in 1966, Gülen has frequently stated
that he was born in 1938. He has replied the questions on his statements about his birth date by
referring to Mustafa Kemal ATATÜRK, as “I was born when he died, on November 10, maybe
on the same day”, and laid the foundations of so-called Messiah assertion.
There are different assertions about his family. In our conversations with the old
villagers, we have learned that Gülen’s family was not local in the village, but there were
assertions on that they have escaped from a place around Sivas due to vendetta and settled in
Korucuk village. Although there are different allegations on from where and why they have
come to Erzurum, the common idea among the oldest villagers was that Gülen’s grandfathers
have come from Siirt or Bitlis to Erzurum. Besides, in the old rumors of the village, the
assertions on Gülen being Armenian origin are widely stated.
In various interviews made in different dates on the origin of his family, Fetulah Gülen
has told that his grandfather Halil had committed a murder after his sister was kidnapped and for
this reason, he was expelled from Ahlat to Hasankale and to Korucuk Village. After his
grandfather Halil was expelled, Fethullah’s father Ramiz was expelled from Alvar where he was
the imam. Fethullah asserts that origin of his family is from Siirt before Bitlis. At that time, Bitlis
was the region where Armenian gangs have started to nest and riot movements have laid the
foundations against Ottoman. With this, one of the primary reasons for a family living Ahlat to
be expelled may be either joining the riot against Ottoman government by collaborating with
Armenian gangs or a murder as Fethullah has told. However, a crime as murder, which could not
be ignored, was not possible to be exposed to a non-comparable punishment as exile in those
days. Considering the subject from this point of view, it would not be wrong to think that
Fetullah’s grandfather was not expelled for murder.3
In his book “Küçük Dünyam” (My Little World), Gülen answers the leading question on
whether both his father and mother are “Sayyid”, in other words, whether they are from
descendant of the family of Muhammad:
1

Basically, communities gathering to worship. Additionally, it is an organization shaped in the flow of life, which
individuals attend voluntarily, gaining its legitimacy which eases meeting some needs from traditions, and where
communication is face to face and verbal culture is dominating.
2
The name Korucuk is changed by the decision of the Council of the Municipality of Pasinler County of the
Province of Erzurum and named after Burak Karakoç who has martyred in the Operation "Euphrates Shield"
conducted by TSK in Jarabulus.
3
http://www.guncelmeydan.com/pano/fetullah-in-dedeleri-ergun-poyraz-t30309.html, (ET 20.01.2017)
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“They may be, they told so. However, this subject has not been talked within the family,
either by my mother or by my father. I’ve heard it twice from my mother for a necessity while
both were talking about that the family tree was lost...” 4
Fetullah displays here an oriental slyness; although there is no document showing that
they are Sayyid, he was telling the story of being Sayyid as his parents who have died years ago
were telling so. He was giving the message, “I’m from descendant of the family of Muhammad”
to influence people.5
He had to leave elementary school he had started in 1947 as his family has moved to Alvar
Village in his third year. Although he has told that he graduated from elementary school, this
assertion was not officially proven (Çakır, 2016: 19).
First Contact with Global Powers and Initiation of the Structuring of the
Organization
Terrorist leader Gülen’s meeting with global powers and Nur movement has been through
Esad Keşafoğlu6 , a captain in Special Warfare unit who was dismissed from Turkish Armed
Forces with assertion of “Nur movement” three years after in Erzurum in 1957. Keşafoğlu has
contacted FETÖ leader Gülen in Erzurum and introduced him with important names of Nur
movement (Erdoğan, 2006: 41).
Gülen came to Izmir and started to be a teacher in a Quran Course in Kestenepazarı
district which is known as the center of Shabbethai (Almaz, 2010) with the same name of the
district when he was only 27 years old and he also started as the manager of the dormitory of the
same association. However, Gülen was not satisfied with this duty and preferred to give preaches
at the mosques instead of dormitory management.
In the period that he stayed in Izmir, terrorist leader Gülen has constituted the cadre of his
organization with people in close relation with him specifically by using religious motives and
started to move independent from the community he was in contact with. Foundations and
houses connected to him and which shall be expressed with thousands in the future were laid
there for the first time. Gülen trying to form “Gülen Community” within Nur assertion has
started to be called as Mahdi, Jesus and Kahtani by people around him.
Gülen, inspiring young people in 13-18 age group and trying to make them his militants,
was increasing his sympathizer group every day by his speeches recorded on video cassettes. He
was strengthening his organization, which shall be called by his name in the future, by
conversation meetings he organized and specifically by summer camps. He was assigned by the
Directorate of Religious Affairs of that period as the preacher of Edremit in 1972-74 and Manisa
Centrum in 1974-76 and increased his fame. He continued his duty as the preacher in Bornova
Centrum from 1976 to 12 September 1980 Military Coup. He became more powerful by giving
conferences in various cities of Germany in 1977 by a secret hand.

4

http://www.guncelmeydan.com/pano/fetullah-in-dedeleri-ergun-poyraz-t30309.html, (ET 20.01.2017)
http://www.guncelmeydan.com/pano/fetullah-in-dedeleri-ergun-poyraz-t30309.html, (ET 20.01.2017)
6
There is not much information about Keşafoğlu who was trained in the NATO and took office in intelligence units
of TSK. In 2014, no information is given about the captain within the scope of Right to Information Act against
applying to TSK on the excuse of the Right of Privacy.
5
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FETÖ Infiltrating the Government
The contact Fetullah Gülen has established with coups enabled his organization to take
position in state staff. FETÖ, starting to infiltrate police organization in the middle of 80s by the
support of Turgut Özal, also signed a conspiracy in this infiltrating process with intelligence
units of the global powers and some Jewish and Christian groups intending to govern the World.
His members in police organization were helping police candidates directed to them and which
all were trained at the “Houses of Light” in written and oral examinations, health reports and in
other details illegally, and ensure them to infiltrate state staff by stolen test questions and
organization member doctors.
Fetullah Terror Organization infiltrating the police organization day by day, also started to
infiltrate Turkish Armed Forces specifically through Maltepe Military High School. Infiltrating
the government movement started at the end of 70s and accelerated in the middle of 80s (Çakır,
2016:32).
FETÖ Militants’ Text of Oath and Written Organization Rules
FETÖ member militants pledge loyalty to declare their devotion for the organization and
the organization’s leader and announce that they shall follow the determined rules. Such that,
they shall repeat this oath from time to time and strengthen their devotion.
The oath taken by the Members of Fetullah Terror Organization is as follows;
“With Wallah-Billah pledges, I swear that I’ll adopt Fetullah Gülen as a principle of my
life as much as I can; I’ll be loyal to my brothers; I’ll try to guard the honor and dignity of
student friends as my own honor and dignity; I’ll show my appreciation when my imperfections
are reminded; I’ll decline any internal or external attacks and critiques as made to my soul and
honor, I’ll abide by all the principles in the decision list; I’ll try to fulfil with no objection the
duties I take under my responsibility on the name of service or liabilities imposed on me by a
decision, I’ll by no means be disloyal to Fetullah Gülen; I’ll leave the position I engage in case I
act individually and dissent these decisions and continue my duties as a student at the private
teaching institution and may God be my witness that this oath shall remain forever”
Besides this oath, rules to be obeyed in the organization were clearly determined and
declared to the organization members.
 Exclusive savings of financial resources, avoiding personal savings.
 Giving financial sources to the association.
 Abstaining from luxury, avoiding excessive wastage.
 Friends supervising private teaching institutions shall teach all kinds of goodmanner rules to those staying in the house.
 Discussing even our personal issues and execute in line with the decision taken.
 Whoever is assigned for a task, internally or externally, shall go and perform that
task and no one shall interfere with it.
 Who shall go where and when shall be conducted according to a system (going
out and internal visits).
 To have a brother to remind each other’s faults.
 Imposing this cadre around, gaining power, showing power (internal and
external).
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Friends imposing each other and saying the same things on the subjects they

allied with.


Meeting twice a week to review defects and problems (on Sundays, between midafternoon and sunset).
 Discussing all critics of the friends going out at the twice-a-week meetings.
 In emergent cases, the relevant friend may announce the case to the Hodja Effendi
without waiting the meeting day.
 Never being against a conclusion (even to imply or insinuate). Not giving the
right for existence of any opposite idea.
 Abstaining from each friend’s official or unofficial tasks.
 I Abstaining from expressing an opinion after consultation and fulfilling the
decisions taken. To know with whom the consultation shall be made.
 Giving priority to our friends in rights. To defend the brother in case anything is
said against him, to cross examine what is said and deny this slander.
Anyone who fails to follow these conditions shall be assumed as dismissed himself, he
will be a student again and this situation shall be kept as secret, no one shall know this, including
those in the house and public (Veren, 2007: 17-19).
FETÖ’s Paralles State Structuring
Fetullahists did not encounter any significant pressure during 1980s and found a position
in business life with a kind of masonic economic organization model and succeeded to obtain
great finances by gaining ground economically with “small charities”.
Fetullahists, carrying out activities in many fields from finance and banking sector to
metallurgy, automotive industry, energy generation, chemistry industry, food industry and
service sector, has started to dominate a considerable monetary power as of 1990s.
There is no clear information even now about the financial volume of the movement
Fetullah Gülen has started in 1966, in Izmir Kestanepazarı as an imam assigned by Religious
Affairs. There is no doubt that the most important factor of this uncertainty is the non-transparent
financial sources of the organization. The organization moving in a specific hierarchy is
organized almost in every place, even on quarter and compound basis, in Turkey. Every unit,
from the smallest to the biggest, constituting this organization has responsible persons named
“imam” who are selected among the most talented and educated ones and the board of trustees
constituted from the craftsmen of the region. In fact, craftsman charities named “himmet” were
forming the backbone of the finance sources since the organization had first appeared.
With companies and holdings opened by the “Educated” generation representing the new
appearance of the organization in the last years, FETÖ has become a structure making enormous
rates of profits.
To name it, Fetullah Terror Organization has become an international “community
holding” which has millions of partners and no one knows the financial size of it. Today, wealth
of the organization-connected companies can only be estimated. Organization has obtained a
global-scaled serious social and political power over the schools spread in many countries
throughout the World. The organization having economic and political groups conducting
lobbying in the World’s most important capital city, Washington and EU’s heart Brussels; has
become a small state with media organs constituted of televisions, newspapers and magazines in
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all over the World, finance institutions, more than 2 million students including universities,
schools, dormitories and private teaching institutions.
One of the sectors the organization takes place effectively is media. Publishing life of the
organization started with Sızıntı Magazine and continued with Zaman Newspaper along with a
few small magazines and which have tried to be included and involved in political process for
years through magazines published monthly and weekly has boomed in 1990s.
Global Powers’ Great and Secret Project; FETÖ
Organization members are taught that they cannot make any business without the will of
the responsible militant and they have to marry with the persons abi wants, and in one respect
they are intended to put their brains in the pockets of abi and Hodjas. While these intelligent,
hardworking people educated in the best universities of the country are trained in this
psychology, a mass of people who cannot think with their own brain eavesdrop the ‘Prime
Minister and government executives by bugs, record everyone who is opposing them or their
opinions or consider as dangerous and serve these records whenever needed (Acar, 2016:34).
Fetullah Gülen was seeking the ways for conquering the state from inside by placing elite
staff instead of institutions for popularization. While starting from 12 September junta,
infiltrating among various parties at national level, he has offered himself for the use of the
global powers at the international level. The organization have gathered the members by
applying psychological pressure on them and held them dependent to him. In time, the
organization’s elitist totalitarian structure has been formed. They have seen their leader as selffulfilling prophecy, dogmatic, messiah, unquestionable and charismatic and introduced him as
this. With the belief of the organization considering purposes, instruments permissible, they have
considered every way allowable in money collecting or member gathering. There is no doubt that
each community defends the belief of their own temperament being the right temperament and it
is natural to defend such belief; however, it is known that none of the communities fed from
rooted Islamic mysticism culture on these lands asserts as “right and truth may be questioned
only from me”, and does not consider himself free from mistakes. However, the situation is
different in Gülen Organization; although Gülen had qualified himself as a helpless, poor
servant, as February 7, 2012 MIT crisis and December 17/25, 2013 coup attempts have set forth,
both himself and his close circle display and attitude which makes an impression that they are
faultless. This attitude may be explained only by a perception of divine mission.
It is necessary to evaluate international balances to understand and analyze Fetullah
Gülen movement. Without having such information, all evaluations made shall be improper and
wrong. The most important characteristic of the organization members is to consider any action
made for the targets shown to them and their purposes are permissible. By the effects of the
internal and external powers, the brightest brains of the generations are attracted to the
organization’s schools, our youth we expect a lot for the future have become ordinary people
with eyes half closed, who cannot think anything except sheikhs and abis say.
Transformations experienced just before the 1980s have brought NATO- USA origin
“Green Belt” project into question. The principle of the project is surrounding south and
southeast boundaries of the Soviet Union by states under moderate Islam government.
In NATO and USA’s green belt policy, there was a need for structuring, which shall be
effective politically in Turkey, obedient to West, leaning towards Christianity and which shall
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carry the global powers’ population area to the sphere of influence vacant after collapsing of the
Soviet Union. This structure should address a population of 250 million, 10 million square
kilometer Turkish world and of course the Turkish geography which has natural energy sources
in the value of 10 times the budget of the USA. In short, it should bear Turkish and Muslim
identity. And this person is Fethullah Gülen who has been prepared and trained for years (Acar,
2016: 34).
Graham Fuller, the chief of Turkey desk of the CIA, has mentioned Said Nursi in his
book “The New Republic of Turkey” as “Islamic modernist thinker”, and Gülen as “a
charismatic personality, number one Islamic person of Turkey” (Acar, 2016: 35).
FETÖ’s Expanding Abroad
On the other hand, as it would be difficult to access to a geography under the inspiration
of Soviet Union for almost 75 years with USA label, it would be more advantageous with a flag
with star and crescent which have been waited for so long. Access to that country just for once
was important. FETÖ, taking the support of the global powers, has taken English and American
life style with it along with Turkish when entering Central Asia.
Specifically, by the effect and guidance of Russia and Iran, when most of the Central
Asia Turkish Republics have recognized that FETÖ schools are structured for different purposes,
schools opened by the organization are started to be closed one by one. The organization has
carried its power it has gained in Asia to Muslim countries with the fallacy; “We’re carrying
Turkish and National Anthem to Islamic World.”
For some reason, all advertisements are made in Turkey. They have preferred to be elitist
and close to bureaucracy in countries they go. They have told that they have taken all donations
and sacrifice money collected in Turkey to the subject countries.
At the center of all these incidents, there were a preacher in Izmir and the state of the
Republic of Turkey governed by Revolution Government.
After September 12, there were strange incidents happening in Turkey under the
management of Kenan Evren. Despite having discussible characteristics in terms of “beliefs and
practice”, Kenan Evren was politically a supporter of USA -NATO driven moderate Islam
policies.
September 12 government under the presidency of Kenan Evren has walked over all
ideological groups (specifically idealists), but he could not capture a preacher in Izmir who is
known for his studies against the government for years!
And that preacher has gotten closer to his goals step by step for years in front of the
government. An elementary graduate man has placed his members into all institutions of the
government unexpectedly. Moreover, with intelligence terminology, he has created spies, sleeper
cells and waited.
Unethical actions as illegal structuring, stealing test questions, pressure, mobbing,
violence, forcing and economic exploits have become routine for the organization. Questions of
the examinations for employments in the government were distributed by hand to the
organization members and almost all of the organization members infiltrated the government
with very high scores.
As a result, a man graduated from an elementary school had started to control an
economic power of approximately 150 billion dollars, thousands of militants in all state
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institutions, four of the five assistants of the President of the Republic of Turkey, all of the close
coworkers of the Commander of the Turkish Armed Forces, and almost 1/3 of the generals of the
Turkish Armed Forces, prosecutors and judges and faculty members at the universities within
years.
After 1990, he has entered in a widespread study aiming primarily education, and
security theories. He became the leading defender of interreligious dialog by having his name
heard on the international platform. He has established direct contacts with Vatican and Papa my
meeting with all Christian clichés on a common platform (Erzurumlu, 2016: 165).
Fetullah Gülen, after being a Khalifa under the control of the West, has gone to the USA
for good on March 21, 1999 by asserting his health problems. Since then, he is living in the state
of Pennsylvania under the protection of the FBI and CIA.
It is asserted that he lives in a manor in Pennsylvania on a 400 decares land and that the
building belongs to the American secret service and that previously, Jesuit priests were
performing activities in the building.
FETÖ’s activities under cultural and educational names are spread in 190 countries.
Before July 15, 2016, the schools and private teaching institutions in Turkey were expressed by
thousands. It was a great power in written and visual media. There was almost no institution in
the Republic of Turkey which it was not effective. In studies performed abroad, it has replaced
American Colleges carrying out activities since the 19th century. At every table where Middle
East problems are discussed, he was taking place as the representative (Khalifa) of moderate
Islam regarding Israel with sympathy.
The Highest Treason of Turkish History: “July 15, 2016”
15 July 2016 shall be remembered as a bloody “first” in the history of Turkey. The coup
attempt started by Gülenist Terror Organization (FETÖ) member soldiers infiltrated Turkish
Armed Forces has changed its course by the speech of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the President of
the Republic, made over national media to invite public to the squares to protect democracy.
Tens of thousands of unarmed civilians went to the streets to protect democracy and the elected
government.
The coup was repelled after a non-violent resistance against an unprecedented coup in the
world history. The scene when Turkey has woken up in the morning of July 15, 2016 was tragic.
Military helicopters, tanks and F-16s have caused a night in Ankara and Istanbul where terror has
dominated. FETÖ terrorists have left behind 250 martyrs and 2 thousand 193 veterans. Turkish
Grand National Assembly has been bombed for 11 times; Presidency Complex, police
headquarters and National Intelligence Organization (MIT) buildings have been attacked; media
institutions have been targeted.
Turkey was not only exposed to the bloodiest coup attempt of its history but also the most
comprehensive terror attack. Joe Biden, the Vice President of the USA, would make a
determination in his visit to Turkey after the coup attempt as July 15 coup attempt being
September 11 of Turkey. In return, resistance Turkish people have displayed to protect
democracy and selected will shall win general approval in the whole world. Barack Obama, the
President of the United States of America, shall use these words for the coup attempt: “There
were army members who have attempted an action treacherously against the government
selected by democratic ways. However, the encouraging thing is Turkish people including
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those against Erdoğan, the President of the Republic, saying that it is unacceptable
(Cumhurbaşkanlığı, Kasım/2016: 5).
How July 15 Treason Day have Come?
FETÖ’s strategy for overthrowing the elected and legal government of Turkey by illegal
ways is revealed in 2012. On February 7, Hakan Fidan, the Undersecretary of MIT and Emre
Taner, the ex-undersecretary and his assistant Afet Güneş are invited for giving a statement as
suspects by Istanbul Special Authorized Prosecution Office. This would be the infiltration in
jurisdiction and police, the first open illegal attempt FETÖ bodies have made against selected
will. Hakan Fidan, the Undersecretary of MIT, making negotiation for disarmament of PKK
with the instruction of the President of the Republic Erdoğan who was the Prime Minister in
that period was accused for being a terror organization member. The President of the Republic,
Erdoğan has given instruction to Fidan, the Undersecretary of MIT, not to go to interrogation.
This incident would be the most visible action of FETÖ, which the members infiltrated
the government mostly in illegal ways to establish a political tutelage and take the selected
government as the target. By this operation, FETÖ was intending to sabotage the solution of
Kurd problem and to seize MIT which it could not govern.
Later, FETÖ shall be in the center of Gezi protests, which has started as a protest against
urban planning in May 2013, but later has turned into a coup to overthrow the government. It
shall be revealed that burning a tent which has caused the start of the demonstrations are
realized by and instructions to use violence by the police who have provoked the
demonstrations are given by FETÖ factors in the police (Cumhurbaşkanlığı, Kasım/2016: 8).
FETÖ, thinking that the government has lost power with Gezi shows, was going to enter
in another illegal operation in December 2013. By an attempt started with letters of anonymous
tip, formed with unlawful eavesdropping and developed independent from the hierarchy in the
government, FETÖ was going to try to overthrow AKP government specifically by tutelage
structuring it has established in jurisdiction and police. In the indictment issued by FETÖ
follower prosecutors, the expression “Prime Minister of the Period” used for Erdoğan, the
President of the Republic, indicates a jurisdiction coup.
Ilker Başbuğ, ex-Commander of the Turkish Armed Forces known with his opponent
attitude against the government, has said, “December 17 is a coup attempt”. In this period, by
illegal eavesdropping, private talks of executive politicians of AK Party, including Erdoğan,
was to be leaked.
The coup attempt realized on July 15 night in fact was to be the final curtain of a strategy
which has been started long ago to overthrow the government. FETÖ, failed to overthrow the
selected government with all these operations, was going to turn a coup attempt implicit with its
structuring in the army, the last stronghold in his hands, into a bloody attempt
(Cumhurbaşkanlığı, Kasım/2016: 9).
They have Prepared for 50 Years, Their Happiness did not Last 5 Hours
FETÖ and the terrorist group obeyed him have started to make plans to include Turkey in
the caravan when the process of the Arab Spring. As they have seen what is lived in Iraq and
Syria, they have made plans as if the Republic of Turkey may experience the same. Afterwards,
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first, media groups and hired writers of the organization have started to make publications and
write articles as “Turkey may encounter the danger of being in the position of Syria at any time”.
They have gained power by the conspirations they have made by the authority of the
positions they have taken in jurisdiction and TSK with the stolen questions and paved the ways
of the terrorists they have placed in these institutions.
They have organized December 17-25 and tried to overthrow the government elected in a
democratic system. With the conspirations they have established over the truck of Turkish
Intelligence Agency (MIT TIR) carrying aid to Turkmen civilians in Syrian war, they have tried
to put our country in a position in the international platform as “a country supporting Daesh
terror organization”. However, they could not reach to a final result in any way. Our President of
the Republic, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s believingly and determinant standing who has received
the support of the public specifically in December 17-25 and MIT TIR conspirations has been
the most important reason for the failure of FETÖ.
This organization which has not recognized Turkish Nation and the state at all have put a
global plan into operation on July 15 to collapse this Turk- Islam state.
As a result, they have been completely defeated and deciphered significant part of their
caves. Many items may be listed on the reasons why the global coup attempt they have tried to
make on July15, in other words their plan to captivate our country and nation has been
unsuccessful. But the most important reason is the existence of a culture, social structure and
belief which shall never accept this coup. Mistake in likening Turks to other nations of the
Middle East has been the biggest mistake of these terrorists called FETÖ.
Today, the free life Middle East World is imagining maintains its existence in Turks for
thousands of years. In Turkish society, individuals’ life style equipped with individual law and
economical independence continues for thousands of years. This is a very important application.
A Byzantine living in the capital city of Attila in Europe Huns has written that although human is
under pressure and suffer under laws in Byzantium, all people in Turkish lands are free and live
without fear. Slaves in China were running away to Asian Hun lands they named as the country
of freedom. There was such a freedom in the family, which is the core of the society in Turks,
each family was like a non-governmental organization.
Basic characteristics of Turkish culture were helping in development of justice, equality
and respect for human principles. Although Fethullah Gülen and his militants were trying to
group Turkish Nation for years, sources determine that Turks have a social structure with no
classification, wealth and position difference does not create difference in society and hereditary
nobility is not mentioned at all.
In the powerful Turkish States, everyone may be promoted to a position according to
their skills and their works in this respect. As Turkish communities had political nature and did
not bear a religious character, their religious functionaries did not establish an officially
privileged class.
Conclusion
Twins; FETÖ and PKK
Terror or terrorism is usage of the ways involving pressure, deterrence and all kinds of
violations on civilians, official, local and general managements to achieve to political, religious
or economic targets. Turkish Nation has lived all dimensions of terror stated in this definition
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and it still lives. On July 15 night, Turkey has experienced the worst shape of terror which our
President of the Republic has warned for many times and exclaimed for taking serious measures
but many people have ignored.
Terrorist activities against Turkey were presenting completely an international structure.
To be clearer, while thinking that states having a score to settle with Turkey were using PKK as
a cat’s paw, we have seen a short time ago that the real deep, complicated and sneaky
preparations were made by FETÖ.
It is a common opinion that terrorism cannot live without media. Terrorism being the fact
of the modern period is related with this. Terrorist organizations make propaganda through
media and try to carry themselves to another point. Unfortunately, FETÖ terror organization has
also used media in our country in all aspects.
However, we should never forget this also; Turkey shall always confront such problems.
The important thing is what kind of precautions we shall take.
Now, let’s find the answers of some questions…
What does Terror Organization Want? What is the Goal of This Organization?
Purpose of the organization; to weaken Turkey in accordance with the intentions of the
state pulling the strings and bring Turkey to a point those states pulling the strings of the
organization. Finally, to put Turkey in the position of Syria or at least Iraq.
Through the history, conflicts over ethnic or religious features have tried to be started for
many times to weaken, suspend and finally end Turkish domination in this region where we are
today and where the heart of the world beats. Specifically, the basic reason of the discrimination
imposed by the West is creating a new ethnic factor which shall serve to different interests in this
region. Now it is more recognized that FETÖ on one side and PKK on the other side are
pursuing others wars and goals in the role of a professional killer.
Then, Why Turkey is the Target?
The most important reason for this is not wanting Turkey to be a power in the region.
With its strategical position in the center of energy sources and with its potential population,
Turkey has great advantages to be one of the leaders of close future. In addition to this, the
historical perspective Turkey has disturbs many countries having a score to settle in the region
and embitter the hostility lasting for long years.
The idea of powerful and problem-free Turkey in the region keep many countries and
specifically the global powers up at night. To avoid this inevitable situation, they evaluate the
greatest trump they hold, the terror organization, in every opportunity. Anyone who has a score
to settle with uses baby killer PKK and Hashshashin natured FETÖ.
Existence of Turks on this geography has been never accepted by the Christian world.
Whatever the sources of the Crusades, riots of different ethnic factors, Armenian, PKK, Daesh
projects put into life to end Turkish domination, FETÖ project is fed from the same source, but
different and more dangerous methods are being applied.
One of the most important benefits of history is shedding light on the future. In other
words, if the historical events are known and interpreted well, the safest estimate may be made
for the future. If people of today reads and reviews history, they may clearly see the results of the
current terrorism movements. Consequently, those who are hopeful from FETÖ, move with them
or sympathize them should read well the events lives in the last period. Today, those people,
either a police, soldier or an ordinary citizen, who have laid down their lives to protect the honor
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of their country are the same after centuries as those people who have conquered Anatolia,
expanding Islam from the Arabian Peninsula and protecting it, and fought against the powerful
nations of the World for freedom. Within centuries, if the ancestries of this nation have fulfilled
no matter what happens, what was required to be made for the survival of Turkish State, today,
the grandchildren of these hero ancestors do the same things today and shall continue to do.7
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